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A Practical Guide to Information Architecture (Practical Guide Series)Five Simple Steps LLP, 2010

	I’ll tell you a secret. One that my friends and family mostly know about, and many people who meet me eventually figure out. But it is one of those slightly embarrassing secrets – one that I don’t usually just tell people when I meet them for the first time. But you’re going to be my friend for the next 300 pages, so...
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Foundations of Oscillator Circuit Design (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2006

	My interest in oscillators started many years ago when I was an undergraduate
	student and one of the laboratory experiments was the design of a Colpitts oscillator.
	It was amazing to see how a sinusoidal signal appeared when the power supply
	was turned on. What an interesting way of controlling the motion of electrons in
	the circuit!...
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Reproductive Biology of PlantsCRC Press, 2014

	Reproductive biology is the basis of species improvement and a thorough understanding of this is needed for plant improvement, whether by conventional or biotechnological methods. This book presents an up to date and comprehensive description of reproduction in lower plants, gymnosperms and higher plants. It covers general plant biology,...
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Switching to Angular 2Packt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Get up to date with the latest changes to Angular 2, including the improvements to directives, change detection, dependency injection, router, and more
	
		Understand Angular 2's new component-based architecture
	
		Start using TypeScript to supercharge your Angular 2...
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Microsoft Windows 2000 Server Administrator's Companion, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2002
When the first edition of this book was published in 2000 coinciding with the  release of the Microsoft Windows 2000 family of operating systems, we were  extremely gratified by the positive reception from network administrators and  others interested in Windows 2000 Server. We're very proud of the book and think  it's a worthwhile resource for...
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Accounting for Payroll: A Comprehensive GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A one-stop resource for setting up or improving an existing payroll system
The most comprehensive resource available on the subject, Accounting for Payroll: A Comprehensive Guide provides up-to-date information to enable users to handle payroll accounting in the most cost-effective manner.   

From creating a system from scratch to...
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Management Information Systems (12th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	We wrote this book for business school students who want an in-depth look at
	how today's business firms use information technologies and systems to
	achieve corporate objectives. Information systems are one of the major tools
	available to business managers for achieving operational excellence, developing
	new products and services,...
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The Book of CSS3: A Developer's Guide to the Future of Web DesignNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		CSS3 is the technology behind most of the eye-catching visuals on the Web. But the docs can be dry, murky, and full of dastardly caveats for inconsistent browser implementations.

	
		This completely updated second edition of the best-selling Book of CSS3 distills the dense technical language of the CSS3 specification...
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Jewels of the Middle Way: The Madhyamaka Legacy of Atisa and His Early Tibetan Followers (22) (Studies in Indian and Tibetan Buddhism)Wisdom Publications, 2019

	Jewels of the Middle Way documents an important tradition of Madhyamaka and provides insight into both the late Indian Buddhist blend of Madhyamaka and tantra and the Kadampa school founded by the Indian Buddhist master Atisa.

	

	This book presents a detailed contextualization of the Madhyamaka (Middle Way) school in...
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Cryptography: Theory and Practice (Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications)CRC Press, 1995
My objective in writing this book was to produce a general, comprehensive textbook that treats all the essential core areas of cryptography. Although many books and monographs on cryptography have been written in recent years, the majority of them tend to address specialized areas of cryptography. On the other hand, many of the existing general...
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Excel 2007 Workbook For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
From formulas to functions to the latest features — practice and plan Excel tasks with ease
Confused by Excel? Want to make the most of its capabilities? No worries — this hands-on workbook gets you up to speed in a step-by-step manner. From navigating the new user interface and creating your first spreadsheet to using formulas,...
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Jitter, Noise, and Signal Integrity at High-SpeedPrentice Hall, 2007

	State-of-the-art JNB and SI Problem-Solving: Theory, Analysis, Methods, and Applications


	 


	Jitter, noise, and bit error (JNB) and signal integrity (SI) have become today‘s greatest challenges in high-speed digital design. Now, there’s a...
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